USES OF KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY

- To know more about your health & Physical fitness.
- Can help you to know and guide you to a healthy life.
- Can be a great help in elderly population.
- Kirlian photography can be used every year to know your health status.
- Especially in case of high ranking officials like MD & CEO who are always under stress due to performance and their deadlines.
- To check increased energy of energized water or holy powder.
- Reki students undergoing training or pupils undergoing any spiritual training it would be advisable to go for Aura photography before commencing of their course and after completion of their course.
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Modern science now describes the human organism not as a physical structure made of molecules but composed of energy fields. People have recognized this phenomenon in the past. Now we are rediscovering it. Aura is a traditional term for the protective psychic and spiritual energy fields that surround and penetrate the physical body. The human aura is a dynamic matrix that includes the physical, emotional, and mental – spiritual aspects of self. The aura is self of energy.

In 1939 a Russian photographer Mr. Samuan Kirlian invented a camera to take photograph of human aura. After his name this camera is known as Kirlian camera. Drawback with this camera was:

1. Dark room was required.
2. It had manual operation
3. Photographs were in black & white.

Dr. Konstantein Koroktov, another Russian Scientist and Professor of physics in St. Petersburg technical university made this camera computerised and introduced many scientific functions.

The GDV Camera complex consists of hardware and software, for the direct computer registration and processing of a subject's energy field. GDV picture are created by a unique patented optical system and CCD camera in daylight conditions with real – time processing.

Here we can see that aura rings of all fingers are complete without any break. This is a healthy easygoing person balanced within himself and with the surrounding world.

Proper exercise and diet will help maintain a good state. There is no possibility of any major diseases atleast for the period six months.

In case of any health issues one or more rings would appear to be broken.